
FAQ'S DURING THIS COVID-
19 CRISIS

I WANT TO CANCEL MY TRIP ? 
The World Health Organisation (WHO) provides recommendations on postponing or cancelling any
travel. These travel notices and are based on an assessment of the potential health risks involved, when
travelling to certain destinations.  We keep updated of these notices, to ensure safety is the TOP priority
for all travellers.  Our consultants use our reliable resources to check on these travel bans and changes
in entry requirements.  Clients can also refer to this resource if you are in any doubt
https://www.iatatravelcentre.com/international-travel-document-news/1580226297.htm

WILL MY VISA BE GRANTED OR WILL I BE
ALLOWED ENTRY?
 
 
 
 
Currently, each country's embassy is assessing the situation for their applicable country.  This changes
on a daily basis and we keep all clients booking with us updated and informed accordingly, 
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WILL I LOSE MY MONEY ? 
Our main priority  is to ensure that the cancellation process runs as smoothly as possible for our clients.
 This being said each hotel, airline and/or supplier operates with varying cancellation terms and
conditions.  This can also differ depending on the destination based on the recommendations from the
World Health Organisation (WHO). We will investigate all options available to you, and allow you to
make an informed decision , prior to cancellng.  
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WILL RETURN PASSENGER BE QUARANTINED WHEN ARRIVE IN NA
OR SA FROM AN AFFECTED AREA?
 
 
Currently no BUT this could change at any given time. For all updates please refer
to https://www.iatatravelcentre.com/international-travel-document-news/1580226297.htm 
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With coronavirus (COVID-19) spreading around the globe, it's understandable that travellers may have
questions. It is imperative our clients rely on official sources of information and not succumb to fake news

and unverified information. We've put together this guide, addressing travel FAQs and travel advice to
ensure that you can make informed decisions regarding your upcoming trips and bookings

Our recommended Resources :  World Health Organization (WHO) * The National Institute of Communicable
Diseases (NICD)  The Association of Southern African Travel agents (ASATA)dedicated coronavirus updates page
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FAQ'S DURING THIS
COVID-19 CRISIS CONTD.

WILL MY TRAVEL INSURANCE COVER ME? 
Depends on your specific insurance cover, as each policy will differ dependant on what you have
purchased at the time of booking your travels.  Travel Insurance cancellation will not be included
in your policy cover if you did not purchase your insurance within 24 hours of paying for your trip.

IF WE BOOK, HOW DO WE PROTECT OURSELVES FROM LOSING OUR MONEY? 
All measures are taken at time of booking to advise you of the conditions applicable to your
booking, prior to confirming it.   These will differ depending on the relevant destination, hotel,
airline and/or supplier.  We receive updates regularly. 

IF THE AIRLINE CANCELS WILL I GET A FULL REFUND?
We are not in a position to confirm the exact details of this, as each airline is implementing their
own policies which are updated daily and are dependant on the destination, travel date and other
varying factors, also taking into account the advise from the World Health Organisation (WHO). We
will investigate each case to ensure that the correct information is given.  Please note in most cases
airlines are giving Travel Vouchers for future travel. Full refunds are very rarely on the cards
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WHAT PRECAUTIONS ARE AIRLINES TAKING TO LESSEN THE RISK OF GETTING
INFECTED?
 

We assure you that all airlines are taking the outbreak of the COVID-19 virus, extremely seriously,
with the highest precautions having been put in place.  In addition we still recommends that
travellers take the necessary hygienic precautions when travelling and always be practice good
personal hygiene.
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SHOULD I WAIT BEFORE I BOOK MY TRIP?

 

There are still destinations that are safe to travel to, but conditions are changing daily. We will
advise at time of booking the status of each destination, with updates that we receive daily . We also
do not recommend anyone with an immune deficiency and/or underlying medical conditions to
travel at this time. We also do not recommend any travel to high-risk areas. 
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